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Complete e-business implementation platform
Borland® Enterprise Studio for Java™ is a
complete development life-cycle solution
that streamlines the modeling, development,
and deployment of Java-based business and
e-commerce solutions. By integrating leading
development applications into a single, easyto-use package, Borland Enterprise Studio
for Java simplifies the application life cycle,
reduces total cost of ownership, and speeds
time-to-market. It also ties together leading
applications for delivering enterprise and
e-commerce applications:

Key features
• Build Java™ and J2EE™ platform
applications rapidly with the award-winning
Borland® JBuilder™ development environment
• Use Borland Optimizeit™ Suite to achieve
optimal application speed, reliability,
and scalability
• Model clear, requirements-driven business
processes and applications logic with
Rational Rose,® the world’s leading UML™
modeling tool
• Make teams more productive with process
management, team collaboration, and
software best practices with Rational
Unified Process®

• Borland JBuilder,™ the leading Java
development solution
• Borland® Enterprise Server, the leading
enterprise platform for Web, CORBA,®
and J2EE™ deployment
• Borland Optimizeit™ Suite, complete
performance solution for Java
• Rational Rose,® the world’s leading visual
modeling tool
• Rational Unified Process,® team productivity and software best-practices framework
• Macromedia® Dreamweaver® MX, the
professionals’ choice for Web development
and design

Reduce total cost of ownership
Borland Enterprise Studio for Java lets
you leverage your existing resources to
produce applications faster, at a lower cost,
and with greater functionality. The use case
and modeling tools in Rational Rose help
ensure that your requirements are achievable,
measurable, concrete, and communicated
clearly to your team. JBuilder makes the
development process more efficient. The
two-way EJB™ 2.0 visual designer makes
J2EE platform code creation easier and
faster. With point-and-click creation of
reusable JavaBeans,® developers can quickly
build advanced functions and features.
By using existing code libraries, you are
assured of using proven, tested components
with well defined interfaces. Enterprise
JavaBeans™ (EJB) and other code components
can be economically reused, so developers
spend their time more efficiently, coding
multiple instances of similar functionality
only once.
Using Optimizeit Suite throughout the
development process produces faster, tighter
code that reduces downtime and cuts server
hardware costs. For live testing, use the
integrated Borland Enterprise Server to
run and debug locally and remotely.

• Accelerate development of dynamic Web sites
using Macromedia® Dreamweaver® MX

Enterprise

Studio
F O R J A V A™
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Faster time-to-market
Borland Enterprise Studio for Java speeds
development with an advanced platform that
provides state-of-the-art visual tools and
code libraries that allow developers to build
and deliver complex applications faster and
more efficiently. Based on intuitive, visual
interfaces, Borland Enterprise Studio for Java
tools let your team start productive coding
immediately, with minimal time needed for
training. Rational Rose modeling allows you
to quickly understand the functions and
processes underlying your project and lets
you identify and leapfrog past potential
problems.

Generate code and J2EE
platform components
directly from Rose models
into JBuilder groups.

The wizards and visual tools in JBuilder
help developers speedily create standard
application components—from windows
and text-entry boxes to Web applications
and EJBs—so developers can concentrate
on coding the unique aspects of each project.
The new JBuilder configuration manager
allows developers to increase their productivity
by customizing the way they work. With
Optimizeit Suite, developers can catch
performance problems, memory leaks, thread
conflicts, and unused code early—reducing
the total time required to debug applications.
Dreamweaver MX provides a first-class
platform for the fast, visual creation of
Web pages—while letting you maintain full
control over your code.

Reduced cost of integration
Borland Enterprise Studio for Java provides
a single solution that incorporates the
tools your team needs for the complete
development life cycle, from inception
through deployment. JBuilder provides
a comprehensive, multifaceted coding
development environment that includes
database and XML capabilities. Seamless
integration between Optimizeit Suite and
JBuilder lets developers manage performance
issues throughout the development process.
Rational Rose provides business logic for
development, and, through seamless
roundtrip engineering with JBuilder,
synchronizes development and modeling
during the entire programming process.
Dreamweaver MX provides tools to build
user-friendly Web interfaces for your application,
using JavaBeans to provide content. Not
only can the entire project be instantly
deployed through an intranet or the Internet
with Borland Enterprise Server, but, with
hot-deploy technology, updated code can be
immediately added from the application
server without shutting down.

Reverse-engineer and
synchronize class diagrams
and models from code.

Based on industry standards
Faithful to industry standards, the extensible
architecture of Borland Enterprise Studio
for Java supports open integration with
third-party software. All of the tools in the
Studio allow for interoperability with thirdparty resources. The Unified Modeling
Language™ (UML™), which Rational helped
develop and which was codified by the
Object Management Group (OMG™), is the
standard graphical language for specifying,
constructing, visualizing, and documenting
software systems. JBuilder, itself built
entirely in Java, produces compliant code
with support for the latest standards,
including Java 2, JFC/Swing, XML,
CORBA, Java2D, JavaBeans, JDBC,®
EJB, JSP™/servlets, and more. Use JDK®
switching to work with the Java software
development kit of your choice and to
take full advantage of the various Java 2
editions. The entire development life-cycle
process adheres to the state-of-the-art
Model Driven Architecture™ (MDA™)
specification developed by the OMG. With
its solid foundation on common standards,
Borland Enterprise Studio for Java gives you
access to a selection of resources such as code

libraries, information Web sites, third-party
tools, and professional tips. For maximum
flexibility, you can deploy applications
to popular application servers, including
IBM® WebSphere,® BEA® WebLogic,®
Oracle9i™ Application Server, and the
iPlanet™ Application Server, as well as the
included Borland Enterprise Server. With its
extensibility and adherence to standards,
Borland Enterprise Studio for Java
provides an excellent foundation for
the development of Web Services.

Borland® JBuilder™ Enterprise
JBuilder is the leading cross-platform
environment for building industrial-strength
enterprise Java applications. JBuilder 7 Enterprise
makes Web and EJB development easy
with two-way visual designers and rapid
deployment to leading J2EE platform
application servers. Enhance developer
productivity with UML code visualization,
refactoring, unit testing, and support for
multiple version control systems.
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What our customers are saying
Hone code performance with
Optimizeit Suite.

“We chose JBuilder for all current and
future development because it allows us
to meet two key business objectives: to
use technology that delivers the highest
levels of services to our customers while
also employing best practices to provide
low process costs. We were able to
integrate JBuilder into our current
development process, which allowed the
development organization to be more
productive and build applications faster.”
– Stephen Reyes
Senior manager, Web
Development
ProBusiness

and programmers can take advantage of
renowned visual layout tools, rapid Web
application development, and extensive
code-editing support—all in a single,
integrated environment.
Build the e-commerce
interface for your code
with Dreamweaver MX.

Interactive Objects Software
ArcStyler™ (demo included)

Borland® Enterprise Server,
AppServer™ Edition

Rational Rose® Professional J
2002

The Borland Enterprise Server meets the
demanding application infrastructure
needs of enterprises of all sizes. From
JavaServer Pages™ (JSP) and servlets to
complex CORBA/Java business-process
integration to robust, enterprise-level
J2EE and EJB e-business infrastructures,
Borland Enterprise Server provides high
performance and reliability at the lowest
total cost of ownership.

Rational Rose Professional J is the world’s
leading modeling tool for the development
of robust, efficient solutions for the J2EE
platform. Rational Rose uses standard UML
as the visual modeling language, making it
accessible to nonprogrammers modeling
business processes and to programmers
modeling applications logic. Rational Rose
accelerates and streamlines Java development
through roundtrip integration with JBuilder.

Borland® Optimizeit™ Suite

Rational Unified Process® 2002

Optimizeit Suite is an essential for managing
performance risks throughout the development
process and for producing fast and reliable
applications. The integrated tools of
Optimizeit Suite—Optimizeit™ Profiler,
Optimizeit™ Thread Debugger, and
Optimizeit™ Code Coverage—make it
easier for Java developers to efficiently find,
prioritize, and fix performance obstacles such
as memory leaks, performance bottlenecks,
and thread issues. Optimizeit Suite fully
integrates with J2EE platform environments
and delivers a powerful, easy-to-use solution
for prioritizing and fixing performance
and reliability issues.

The Rational Unified Process (RUP®) is a
Web-enabled software engineering process
that enhances team productivity and delivers
software best practices to all team members.
RUP makes process practical by providing
extensive guidelines, templates, and examples
for all critical development activities. RUP is
a customizable framework that can easily be
adapted to the way you work.

Macromedia® Dreamweaver® MX
One of the world’s best ways to create professional Web sites is now one of the easiest
ways to build powerful Internet applications.
For the first time, designers, developers,

ArcStyler provides a comprehensive,
architecture-driven solution to simplify
and expedite end-to-end J2EE platform
application development. This approach is
currently being standardized as Model
Driven Architecture by OMG.
Minimum system requirements
• 512 MB RAM recommended
• 1 GB hard disk space
(1.2 GB required during install)
• CD-ROM drive
• SVGA or higher resolution monitor
(1024x768, 256 color)
• Mouse or other pointing device
• Intel® Pentium® II/300MHz or compatible
• Microsoft® Windows® 2000 (SP2), XP, or
NT 4.0 (SP6)

Borland Professional Services
Borland technologies and services drastically
reduce time to deployment. The Borland
Professional Services organization helps focus
the full strength and value of our specialized
knowledge and experience onto the
challenges facing your business. Ensure
that the investments you make in Borland
technology meet your business objectives:
for more information, please visit
www.borland.com.
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B o r l a n d® E n t e r p r i s e S t u d i o f o r J a v a™ f e a t u r e s
Borland® JBuilder™
Visual two-way designers and wizards for drag-and-drop EJB™ 2.0 and Java™ 2 application development
Expanded! refactoring support, including extract a method, try/catch surround, rename package, and more
Advanced Web development tools for rapid development and deployment of dynamic Web applications based on JSP™ and servlets
New! Configuration management to customize the build process to individual preferences
Debugging of Java 2 applications based on the industry-standard Java Platform Debugger Architecture (JPDA)
Support for industry-standard servlet engines and version control managers

Borland Optimizeit™ Suite
Optimizeit™ Profiler for real-time memory and CPU profiling: track memory leaks, pinpoint bottlenecks, and monitor object allocation
Optimizeit™ Thread Debugger clearly displays threads for easy resolution of thread contention, starvation, excessive locking, and deadlocks
Optimizeit™ Code Coverage for real-time statistics on class execution, methods, and lines of code

Borland® Enterprise Server, AppServer™ Edition development license
A complete, certified implementation of the J2EE™ 1.3 platform and EJB 2.0 standards
High scalability and throughput with application server partitioning
Integrated Borland-enhanced versions of the Apache™ Web server and the Tomcat Web container
Support for Web Services standards such as SOAP, XML, WSDL, and UDDI

Rational Rose® Professional J 2002
Current UML™ notation support and UML diagrams
Full reverse-engineering support for Java source code and all JDK,® J2SE,™ and J2EE platforms
Code generation, reverse engineering, and roundtrip engineering of JBuilder projects
New! JDK 1.4 framework support
Integrated with version control systems with support for check in, check out, “differencing,” and merging

Rational Unified Process®
Delivers a Web-enabled set of software engineering best practices harvested from industry leaders
Unifies the entire software development team and enhances team communication by providing each team member with a single approach to
develop software
Makes process practical by providing the framework to implement flexible software processes in your development environment

Macromedia® Dreamweaver® MX
New! Powerful development tools to build JSP applications visually and in code
New! Extensive code editing support, including powerful code hints, color-coding, and code validation
Professional pre-built layouts and code, including site structure library and accessible templates
Flexible work space with panel management, customizable toolbars, and integrated file browsing

100 Enterprise Way
Scotts Valley, California 95066-3249
www.borland.com | 831-431-1000
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